General Notes:

1. The city grey paving used in footpaths, squares, medians and cross-overs etc. is an exposed aggregate concrete paving slab.
   - Standard sizes supplied by Urbanstone are:
     1.1. 400x400x60mm, used for footpaths and pedestrian areas.
     1.2. 300x200x70mm, used for cross-overs and trafficable areas.
2. Leave joints of 3-4mm between the slabs and fill with 'Pavelock' sand or similar approved.
3. Provide expansion joints at the back of kerbs and at every 6 metres.
4. All expansion joints shall be 75mm x 12mm 'Abelflex' or similar approved.
5. Concrete pavers should be a minimum of 28 days old, prior to laying.
6. 150mm minimum of compacted limestone, waterbound and placed on a compacted sub-grade, should be provided as base to all footpaths.
7. The first two rows of paving along setout points or other obstacles (Expansion joints, Furniture, etc.) must maintain their full width, 400mm. To avoid thin cuts along setout points or obstacles the central row of paving 'A' may be cut thinner. Minimum width of cut pavers to be 300mm.
8. All tactile ground surface indicators (pavers) shall comply with AS1428.4.1 2009 Clause 2.2 & 2.3.